Extreme high-energy peaked BL Lac objects (EHBLs) are blazars whose synchrotron emission peaks at exceptionally high energies, above few keV, in the hard X-ray regime. So far, only a handful of those objects has been detected at very high energy (VHE, E > 100 GeV) gamma rays by Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes. Very remarkably, VHE observations of some of these blazars (like 1ES 0229+200) have provided evidence of a VHE gamma-ray emission extending to several TeV, which is difficult to explain with standard, one-zone synchrotron self-Compton models usually applied to BL Lac objects. The MAGIC collaboration coordinated a multi-year, multi-wavelength observational campaign on ten targets. The MAGIC telescopes detected VHE gamma rays from four EHBLs. In this paper we focus on the source 1ES 1426+426 and its Xray and VHE gamma-ray properties. The results of different models (synchrotron self-Compton, spine-layer, hadronic) reproducing the broadband spectral energy distribution are also presented.
Introduction
Blazars are the most numerous gamma-ray sources in the extragalactic sky. They are jetted active galaxies whose jet is closely aligned to the line of sight [1] . Their electromagnetic spectral energy distribution (SED) is dominated by non-thermal emission and shows two humps: one at low energies that peaks in the optical-to-X-ray band, attributed to synchrotron radiation by accelerated electrons. The second one at higher energies whose emission origin, if leptonic and/or hadronic, is still largely debated.
Among blazars, extreme high-energy peaked BL Lac objects (EHBLs) form an emerging subclass featuring extremely energetic emission whose low-energy peak lies above 10 17 Hz, in the soft-to-hard X-ray band [2, 3] . In some objects also the high-energy peak is located at unusual energies, above 1 TeV. This is the case of hard-TeV blazars, that show a sub-TeV emission in the 100 GeV to 1 TeV range particularly hard when compared to other blazars, with spectral indices Γ harder than 2 when fitted with a power-law model (dN/dE = F 0 (E/E 0 ) −Γ ) indicating indeed an extreme location of this peak. These objects are also relatively faint when compared to other gamma-ray blazars. Prototype of this class of sources is 1ES 0229+200 [2, 4, 5] .
Given the extreme conditions characterizing the jet of EHBLs and producing such peculiar emission, these objects represent the ideal laboratory for testing theories of particle acceleration and emission mechanisms [6] . Also, in the hard-TeV cases, the reservoir of >TeV photons represents an opportunity of testing with high accuracy models of gamma-ray propagation, in particular the gamma-gamma opacity due to the extragalactic background light (EBL, [4] ). Finally, they can be used to provide limits to the intergalactic magnetic field strengths [7] .
EHBLs represent an indisputable probe for astrophysical, cosmological, and fundamental physics studies [8] . These studies are however limited due to the scarce number of hard-TeV EHBLs known to date. With the aim of increasing their number, the MAGIC Collaboration started a multi-year observational campaign of promising targets. Here we present the list of targets observed with MAGIC and then focus on the detailed properties of one of the detected sources, the previously-known TeV emitter 1ES 1426+428.
Very high energy gamma-ray observations
MAGIC [9] is a system of two telescopes detecting gamma rays above 60 GeV sky from La Palma, Canary Islands, at an altitude of ∼2200 m. With the aim of characterizing the TeV emission, ten promising targets listed in Table 1 were selected for MAGIC observations according to their SED characteristics, in particular the X-ray and/or gamma-ray properties. In addition, the source 1ES 0229+200 considered as the prototype of hard-TeV EHBLs was also deeply observed with MAGIC.
The overall observations span several years (from 2010 to 2017 1 ) and the observing conditions were quite variable, with part of the sample collected during partial moon-light and medium-tolarge zenith angles (up to 55 • ). The MAGIC data were analyzed with standard procedures [12] . A significant signal was found from four sources, namely TXS 0210+515, RBS 0723, 1ES 1426+428, and 1ES 2037+521. In addition, a hint of signal was detected from RGB J2042+244 at a confidence level of >3 σ significance. Among these sources, only 1ES 1426+428 was already known as TeV emitter [13, 14] . In Table 2 we list the details of 1ES 1426+428 observations and the results of the data analysis for the three different MAGIC observation campaigns, in 2010, 2012, and 2013 respectively. A signal with 6.0 σ significance was found from the analysis of ∼9 hours of 2012 data. The detection plot is reported in Fig. 1 . The data from the other two years resulted in nondetection. The corresponding 95 per cent confidence upper limits, listed in Table 2 , are however compatible with the hypothesis of a constant flux when compared with the detection and when both the systematic (< 15 %) and statistical errors are taken into account. The differential energy spectrum resulting from MAGIC 2012 observations is displayed in Fig. 1 , right plot open markers, in E 2 dN/dE representation. Once corrected for EBL absorption by adopting the model proposed by Franceschini et al. [15] , the intrinsic spectrum obtained is compatible with a power-law function with spectral index 1.8 ± 0.5, indicating a hard-TeV 1ES 0229+200-like nature for this source.
X-ray observations
X-ray observations are crucial to characterize EHBLs, which feature the peak of the synchrotron emission in this band. Remarkably, the sensitivity of current X-ray telescopes allows a precise determination of the flux in every single pointing, conversely to what we face in the gamma- ray band. The X-ray light curve, therefore, represents the most precise tool at hands to infer the variability of EHBLs.
As for the other sources of the study listed in Table 1 , MAGIC observations were complemented with X-ray data collected with the XRT instrument on-board the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory. The long-term curve obtained analyzing all the available data with the standard analysis is displayed in Fig. 2 , left panel. The flux amplitude is variable within a factor of ∼8 over ∼9 years of monitoring. In 2012, during MAGIC observation window, the flux amplitude is basically constant. The source shows a harder-when-brighter behavior, as depicted in the right panel of Fig 2. This trend is quite common in blazars and is usually interpreted as the emergence of a higher-energy electron population emitting the synchrotron radiation. 1ES 1426+428 is the most variable source in the X-ray band of our sample.
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54500 55000 55500 56000 56500 57000 57500 58000 Figure 3 illustrates the broadband SED built with quasi-simultaneous data collected in 2012, red markers, superimposed to archival data from the ASI Science Data Center (ASDC), gray markers. Quasi-simultanoeus observations include Swift-UVOT data from MJD 56064 (17 May 2012) covering the optical-UV band, which show a clear evidence of host-galaxy emission at the lower frequencies. The Swift-XRT spectrum from the same day is well fitted by a power-law function with index 1.84 ± 0.02. The Fermi-LAT spectrum in the GeV band obtained from a dedicated data analysis centered on the interval MJD 55927-56292 (1 January 2012 -31 December 2012) is also well fitted by a power-law function with index 1.4 ± 0.2. The large time span considered for Fermi-LAT data is motivated by the faintness of the signal at these frequencies. Finally, MAGIC EBL-corrected data presented in the previous section are displayed. The location of both SED peaks remains unconstrained, as no clear curvature is observed neither in the soft X-ray nor in the VHE band, suggesting an extreme location of both synchrotron and high-energy peak. For the interpretation of the broadband emission, we consider three different models: two leptonic models, namely a synchrotron self-Compton model and a spine-layer model, and a protonsynchrotron lepto-hadronic model.
Modelling
All these models provide a good description of the SED. The model parameters are however substantially different resulting in three different scenarios for 1ES 1426+428:
SSC model -the SSC conical-jet scenario described in [16] and applied to our sample interprets the synchrotron peak as due to the cooling break of the electron parent population. In other EHBLs, instead, a break in the electron distribution is assumed to fit the data. result is a low magnetization parameter, even if it is larger than what usually found in other hard-TeV EHBLs. The Compton-dominance parameter value, i.e. the ratio of νL ν at the IC peak to that at the synchrotron peak, is 0.14, similar to other objects of this class.
Spine-layer model -the spine-layer model described in [17, 18] assumes the existence of two regions in the jet: a faster inner core (the spine, with Lorentz factor Γ s ), surrounded by a slower sheath of material (the layer, with Lorentz factor Γ L ). In this work, the Lorentz factors of the spine and the layer are fixed to Γ = 20 and Γ L = 3. We also assume δ = Γ. The other parameters (in particular the luminosity of the layer emission) were varied so that the spine is close to equipartition. In Table 4 we list the parameters used for the spine. As expected, the magnetic field adopted in this model is higher than the one assumed in the SSC model.
Lepto-hadronic model -we assume that proton synchrotron radiation as detailed in [19] is responsible for the gamma-ray component of the blazar SED. The number of free parameters of hadronic blazar models is much higher than the one of leptonic models, so we make the following physically motivated assumptions to reduce the parameter space: (1) the Doppler factor of the emitting region δ is fixed to 30, a quite common value in BL Lacs; (2) R ≤ 1.6 × 10 17 (1 + z) −1 cm is assumed, which is in agreement with the absence of a fast (day-scale or less) variability detection; (3) for protons, the efficiency of the acceleration mechanism is fixed to 0.1 and the cooling time-scales considered are the adiabatic and the synchrotron ones; (4) for leptons the main cooling mechanism is assumed to be synchrotron radiation. The results of our fit are listed in Table 5 . In particular, the luminosity of the emit-ting region has been calculated as L = 2πR 2 cΓ 2 bulk (u B + u e + u p ), where Γ bulk = δ /2, and u B , u e , and u p are the energy densities of the magnetic field, the electrons, and the protons, respectively. With respect to leptonic models, here we obtain a strong magnetic field and a consequently very high magnetization. As an outcome of the model we also consider the neutrino flux, which lies well below the detection capabilities of current neutrino telescopes [20] .
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Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the results of the VHE gamma-ray and X-ray analysis for the EHBL 1ES 1426+428. This source is part of a large program carried out by the MAGIC Collaboration aimed at studying and characterizing the emission of EHBLs at VHE. Both the VHE and the X-ray spectra are hard, with only modest variations in the X-ray band over nine years of monitoring.
The broadband SED built with quasi-simultaneous data leave the synchrotron and high-energy peaks of the SED still largely unconstrained. Both the simple SSC conical-jet and structured-jet leptonic model, as well as the proton-synchrotron hadronic model, propose an extremely energetic synchrotron peak for this source exceeding 10 18 Hz, and a not so extreme high-energy peak, in the sub-TeV energy range. Further observations of the source in these energetic bands are crucial to better constrain the SED shape.
Main outcome of the considered models is that while the data can be well-reproduced in all cases, only the spine-layer scenario is able to propose a solution with physical conditions close to equipartition. The other two models instead provide two opposite solutions, with a highly magnetized condition in the hadronic case and a very weak magnetic field in the SSC one. This agrees with the modelling results of the other EHBLs studied by the MAGIC Collaboration.
